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optimization can be done in managing power consumed by
devices. It is important to estimate power early on to reduce
power consumption in final product. There is need to
understand, design and optimize digital circuits for various
quality metrics such as power dissipation, cost, reliability and
performance (speed). As redundancy can occur in circuit at
gate level.

Abstract
The integrated circuits have gone through extensive phase of
development in past few decades. This had given enormous
impetus to the field of IC based technology. However, the
battery of the systems has not evolved in the same pattern and
made researchers to look for development of techniques based
on the theme of low power design. In this paper comparison
of various techniques for low power digital design is done in
terms of various design metrics. As static power dissipation is
one of main problems at sub-nanometer regime especially
below 65 nm in CMOS where it contributes almost 80 percent
of total power dissipation. The novel stacking techniques are
applied at 0.13µm to overcome static power dissipation as
well as improve figure of merit. The same stacking techniques
are also applied at lower technology node such as 45nm and
the effect of power, delay is measured with change in width as
well as technology node. The results are compared on the
basis of figure of merit. The comparison of other novel
techniques that are implemented on 1- bit full adder circuit are
GDI where GDI is used as multiplexer to implement 1- bit
Full adder is also presented. The comparison of all the
techniques is done in terms of design metrics. The novelity of
this work is that comparison is made amongst various
techniques that will be a very useful tool for optimization of
power for application specific digital circuits.

Leakage power of electronic consumer components is also
rising rapidly which also needs to be taken care of
1.

With the introduction of system on chip more and
more functionality is integrated.

2.

Emergence of mobile electronics.

3.

The third and final motivation behind ULP design
that came into view is new class of applications
called zero power electronics or disappearing
electronics [1].

DISCUSSIONABOUT TECHNIQUES
The digital circuit design had evolved through various phases
of development. In the initial stages resistive load inverter is
proposed, based on the outcomes and shortcomings in terms
of area. The resistive load inverter configurations were
replaced by depletion load nMOS followed by CMOS based
circuit configurations. The choice of making devices smaller
and less power hungry made researchers to look ahead in
terms of fewer devices and the CMOS were later replaced by
dynamic CMOS and domino logic based configurations. In
the given section detailed analysis and performance is
presented so as to give a clear understanding of the various
configurations that may me opted in near future [2].

Keywords: Adiabatic, gate diffusion input, subthreshold
conduction.
NEED FOR LOW POWER DESIGN METHODOLOGIES
It is important for designers to manage power consumption in
complex SOC and custom processors as they are vital
components in embedded systems and in other mobile devices
as 70% of users demand longer talk and less standby time as
primary mobile features. Quality/Performance of these type
devices is decided by their functionality as well as lifetime of
battery. There is demand in market that battery size needs to
be reduced which in turn determines size of device and needs
to be lowered. The need for controlling power consumption of
devices is to decrease power dissipation of devices on a single
chip. The good analysis of design is determined by how much

Gate Diffusion Input
Gate Diffusion input(GDI) [3] was first proposed as new
technique in digital low power design. It requires three inputs
for a simple CMOS inverter. The performance of logic
circuits based on CMOS needs to be improved and many
design techniques have been developed over last two decades.
GDI is a triple input technique where instead of Vdd input P is
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transistors but less leakage occurs employing high Vth
transistors and they are employed in noncritical/slow paths of
chip[5].

connected to source/drain of pMOS whereas N input is also
connected either to source/drain of nMOS. The bulk of pMOS
is connected to P input and bulk of nMOS is connected to N
input

The leakage power reduction technique presented in this paper
are divided into state saving technique and state destructive
technique. In former technique the circuit can quickly resume
operation at any point without having to regenerate state
where as in later technique value of circuit at node might be
lost.

Figure 1. CMOS Inverter Using GDI technique [3]

For an n- input transistor the number of inputs in this case is
n+2. Most functions can be implemented using only two
transistors. For 50% of cases the GDI is operated as buffer
used for logic level restoration [3]. In GDI there is
improvement in design complexity level, transistor count and
power dissipation.

Figure 2. CMOS inverter using Sleep Technique.

Sleep technique

The GDI comes with its own disadvantages. Not all functions
can be implemented using GDI. Although there is reduction in
leakage current but performances of GDI cell degrades below
90nm.In GDI cell area is enhanced as independent walls are
required between transistors. The modified GDI cell is
presented in this paper where bulks are connected to V dd and
ground. In this paper PDP is improved due to multi threshold
voltage scheme and modified GDI cells where performance is
not degraded as threshold voltage drops thus the problems that
occur in GDI cell are taken care of[3][4].

Sleep transistors are high Vth transistors connected in series
with low Vth shown in figure 2. During normal operation of
circuit main circuit consisting of low Vth are ON, the sleep
transistors i.e. pMOS in PUN and nMOS in PDN are also ON.
When the circuit is in standby mode, the transistor of high
threshold voltage are off. Since high Vth transistors are
connected in series to low Vth transistors, the leakage current
is affected by high Vth transistors and is very low. Thus, net
static power dissipation is reduced. During sleep mode PUN
and PDN have floating values and it will lose state. There is
requirement to recharge transistors[6][7].

Stacking technique
Static/Leakage power mainly originates from substrates
currents and subthreshold leakages. Switching Power is
predominant for technologies of 1µm. For deep submicron
process below 180nm, Pleakage becomes dominant factor. As
the technology is scaled down to sub nanometer range, the
threshold voltage decreases drastically due to which
subthreshold current increases resulting in increase in leakage
power. Due to scaling of device short channel effects further
decrease the threshold voltage. The scaling of technology also
impacts gate oxide thickness. Due to the reduction in
thickness tunneling current flows through insulator leading to
further dissipation of power. The gate oxide leakage can be
reduced by changing value of dielectric constant K. The
Pleakage is a major concern as it is estimated it would be major
source of power dissipation in coming years in circuits which
remain in standby mode for most of the time. The multi
threshold voltage transistors are used in circuit to overcome
leakage power.

Forced Stack Technique
In forced stack technique each transistor has to be divided into
two equal half sized transistors.For example, in FST if the size
i.e. W/L =8 for pMOS and

In MTCMOS scheme, both high threshold as well as low
threshold transistors are used in circuit. Low Vth transistors
are used for speed circuits and they are fast but leaky whereas
high Vth transistors are slower in comparison to other low Vth

Figure 3. Forced state technique
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transistor in parallel. The output is obtained in inverted state
which is given as feedback to transistors connected in parallel
to sleep transistors [10] [11].

W/L =4 for nMOS for which conventional CMOS inverter
would use double of it i.e. W/L=16 for pMOS and W/L=8 for
nMOS each transistor is divided into two equal half sized
transistors thus maintaining input capacitance. The problem
with FST is if high Vth transistors are used the delay is
dramatically increased. Sleepy stack retains logic state as well
as attains power dissipation is reduced[9].

J. C. Park et al. proposed a new leakage power approach
reduction technique that is sleepy stack approach where sleep
transistor of high Vth is connected in parallel to one of the
two equal sized high Vth transistors in FST. Although the state
of transistor is retained but area is slightly increased. In sleepy
keeper approach, an additional nMOS is connected in parallel
to sleep transistor which connects output of pull up network to
Vdd during sleep mode [7]. The output is strong 1 despite
using nMOS in parallel to PUN because output is already
stored by sleep transistor during active mode. Similarly pMOS
is connected in parallel to pull down sleep transistor. Thus low
power consumption is obtained and area is also reduced.

Sleepy Stack Technique
A new leakage power reduction technique named “sleepy
stack” is introduced which obtains ultralow power at sub
nanometer regime. Sleepy stack combines forced stack
technique and sleep transistor technique. In sleep stack
technique static power dissipation is reduced due to
combination of FST and sleep transistors in parallel to one of
the transistors where sleep transistors are either in cut off state
during sleep model or active mode during normal operation of
circuit. During active mode or normal mode the transistors
given sleep as input are ON and during standby mode the
transistors are OFF cutting circuit from power rails. Thus,
ultralow power is achieved at sub nanometer technology. The
sleep technique reduces power but cannot retain logic state
whereas combination of FST and sleep transistor can retain
the state.

Leakage Feedback Approach
In LFA a sleep transistor and pMOS parallel to sleep
transistor are connected between PUN and Vdd. Similarly one
sleep transistor and nMOS parallel to that is connected
between PDN and ground. An inverter is connected at output
which provides input to transistor which is connected in
parallel to sleep transistor. In Leakage feedback approach
circuit performance is enhanced and proper logic of circuit is
maintained during standby mode. In standby mode one of the
transistor which is connected in parallel is switched ON by
providing the proper feedback approach.

a) Operation of circuit
When the circuit is in normal/active mode sleep signal S=0 is
given to pMOS and S’=1 is given to nMOS all transistors are
on. Delay is slightly increased since sleep transistors which
are of high Vth are on during active mode. The sleepy stack
switching is faster than FST. High Vth is used for sleep
transistor and transistor in parallel to sleep transistor which
suppresses leakage power. Current is immediately available to
transistors which are of low Vth. During Sleep mode, sleep
signal given to pMOS S=1, and signal to nMOS S’=0, both
transistors are off yet it maintains exact logic state. The power
dissipation is reduced due to stacking of transistor. The gate
delay of CMOS can be expressed as
Td=K Vdd/(Vdd − Vth)α .

Sleepy Keeper Approach
In this approach, pMOS is connected in parallel to nMOS
sleep transistor and it is connected between PUN and Vdd. As
nMOS will not efficiently pass Vdd, this problem is dealt with
by connecting nMOS to Vdd. Similarly pMOS sleep transistor
is connected in parallel to nMOS transistor between PDN and
output value zero is maintained in sleep mode. This approach
helps in reduction of leakage power efficiently [8].
One of the novel techniques on stacking implemented on full
adder is ONOFFIC approach where threshold voltage
remains same i.e. only one Vth is used. It uses two extra
transistors between PUN and PDN. Leakage power is reduced
in both modes active as well as standby mode. It provides
maximum resistance when in OFF state and minimum when
in ON state [12].

(1)

Thus, when low Vth is used delay decreases and high Vth
transistors induce more delay [8].

As shown in figure 4 schematic drain of pMOS is linked to
nMOS and output is connected to PMOS whereas drain of
nMOS has connection with output of circuit and source to
PDN whereas source of PMOS is connected to power supply
node VDD. The operation of nMOS is controlled by pMOS.
The transistors work either in cut off mode or linear mode
[12].

In this paper three benchmark circuits have been chosen i.e.
chain of inverters, and 4- bit adder. Five power reduction
techniques like base case, sleep, FST, zigzag, sleepy stack,
have been applied and delay as well as static and average
power dissipation is measured[11].
In this paper there is comparable analysis of various leakage
reduction techniques. The advantages of various techniques
are combined and two novel techniques namely leakage
feedback and sleepy stack with keeper are presented. In
leakage feedback technique each transistor of base case is
replaced by three transistors i.e. stack approach with sleep
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transistors are used in critical path and low Vth transistors are
used in noncritical path.
In leakage feedback approach as shown in fig.5 inverter’s
output is given as input to one of the transistor having parallel
connection with sleep transistor. The sleep transistors and
transistor to sleep transistors is having parallel connection
between PUN and Vdd as well as PDN and ground are of
high Vth.

Figure 4. Schematic of ICONOFF CMOS INVERTER [12]

Table I. ICONOFF CMOS INVERTER [12]
nMOS ICONOFF
nMOS
OFF
OFF
ON
ON

ICONOFF pMOS

pMOS

logic

OFF
ON

ON
OFF

low
HIGH

IMPLEMENTATION ON 1BIT FULL ADDER CIRCUIT
Full adder circuit is chosen because it is one of the primitive
components in digital design. Various stacking techniques are
applied to full adder i.e. sleep, forced stack, sleepy stack,
multi threshold, sleepy keeper and leakage feedback approach
and ONOFIC approach.

Figure 5. Leakage Feedback Approach on full adder

In sleepy keeper approach Fig.6 area is dramatically reduced
as nMOS is connected to sleep transistor having parallel
connection in PUN and pMOS is connected in parallel manner
with sleep transistor in PDN. Both sleep transistors and
transistors in parallel to it are of high Vth and W/l ratio of
high Vth transistors is more than the transistors used in base
case which are of low Vth. In stacking techniques there is
penalty in terms of area and also slight delay overhead
involved, one of the novel techniques to reduce leakage power
is 0NOFFIC approach. In techniques like FST since the
resistance of leakage path is increased there is reduction in
leakage current however problems in output voltage swing
occur also delay is increased when
transistors of two
different threshold voltages are present on same IC. When
transistor of high Vth is used it reduces power but increases
delay as well. Hence the topology only used in only critical
path.

During sleep mode, sleep transistors pMOS is connected
between PUN and Vdd and another sleep transistor nMOS is
connected between PDN and ground. The sleep transistors are
of high Vth whereas all other transistors in base case are of
low Vth. The sleep transistor is not able to save state.
During FST, each transistor is divided into two equal half
sized transistors thus overall power dissipation is reduced.
Using all lowVth transistors FST is first implemented and
various parameters are measured. Then FST is also
implemented using all high Vth transistors where there is
increase in delay greater than 3 times as compared to
implementation using all low Vth transistors although using
high Vth transistors reduce power dramatically.
During SST, one transistor is having parallel connection with
sleep transistor. The sleep transistor which is of high V th and
one of the equal half sized transistor connected in parallel
manner to sleep transistor is also of high Vth. Rest all
transistors in base case are of low Vth. Thus, high Vth
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Figure 6. Sleepy keeper approach on full Adder

minimize leakage power current and driving capability is also
improved and also eliminates the need for output buffer. The
implementation of GDI as multiplexer is based on same
working as mentioned for GDI cell. As GDI cell can perform
either logical AND or OR function which depends on the
input given to N or P terminal. The logical AND or logical
OR is performed between A and B in module 1 and 2 which is
then further AND’ed or OR’ed with Cin. The ultralow power
diode restorers are used to obtain full swing output. The
selected approach adds tothe minimization of static and
dynamic power consumption. [18]

GDI- MUX
There is requirement of an optimized design at circuit level so
that full output voltage swing is obtained, less consumption in
power and less delay in critical path. The circuit has to be
reliable. The implementation of GDI as multiplexer is based
on same working as mentioned for GDI cell. As GDI cell can
perform either logical AND or OR function which depends on
the input given to N or P terminal. The logical AND or logical
OR is performed between A and B in module 1 and. The
ultralow power diode restorers are used to obtain full swing
output. The selected approach adds to the minimization of
static and dynamic power consumption. The ULPD is used to

Figure 7. Full Adder Implemented Using GDI as MUX
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Figure 8. 1 Bit Domino Full Adder

pMOS is -0.138. More than 100 parameters are specified for
this model file.

The simulation of implemented circuits is done for the
measurement of delay as well as
power. Both static as well
average power is measured. The netlist for all the circuits is
created using ELDO tool by mentor GRAPHICS. 1 -bit full
adder is implemented using GDI as well as domino and circuit
is evaluated in terms of delay, total, average and static power
dissipation. The chosen technologies are 0.13nm, 45nm where
we use supply voltage of 1.3V and 0.9V. We consider both
single as well as dual Vth for sleep, sleepy stack, sleepy
keeper and leakage feedback approach. The model card used
for 130nm is of LEVEL 53. The nominal voltage is 1.3V. The
files used are of high Vth as well as low Vth. For high Vth
model file, the Vth for nMOS is 0.487 and for pMOS it is –
0.42. For low Vth model file the Vth of nMOS IS 0.262 AND

RESULTS FOR 1BIT FULL ADDER
Full adder with one nMOS sleep transistor and pMOS sleep
transistor. All pMOS and nMOS in base circuit areof low Vth.
The sleep transistors are of high Vth. The w/L ratio for high
Vth pMOS are 7u and 0.13u and W/L ratio for nMOS is 3.5u
and 0.13u. The value of l and w for low Vth nMOS is 0.13u
and 2u. The value of l and w for low Vth pMOS is set to be
0.13u and 5u.

Table 2. Results at 0.13um for 1- bit full adder using various stacking techniques
Technique

Delay
19.9E-9
1.687E-10

Static power
(W)
1.09E-7
6.04E-8

Average power
(W)
2.85E-5
1.69E-06

Total power dissipation
(W)
5.13E-9
5.616E-8

Base case
Sleep

PDP(J)
56.7E-14
2.8E-15

FST
(low Vth)

1.995E-10

18.24E-8

7.54E-06

1.3957E-8

15.0E-15

FST
(high Vth)

1.62E-09

7.28E-8

4.05E-06

9.7160E-11

6.56E-15

Sleepy stack
(dual Vth)

2.9434E-10

5.98E-8

6.83E-06

8.2677E-9

20.1E-16

LFA
Sleepy keeper
ONOFF IC

2.1311E-10
2.284E-10
1.1E-10

2.97E-8
7.33E-8
0.53E-9

5.38E-06
7.92E-06
5.91E-08

3.524E-10
2.0145E-8
2.944E-11

11.4E-16
18.1E-16
6.50E-18

WAVEFORMS OF SIMULATED CIRCUITS
The waveform for various techniques in 1- bit full adder at
0.13um are shown below. The frequency taken is of 250MHz
i.e. Input vector changes after every 4ns. The capacitance is
0.01pf. The waveforms for various techniques are shown
below.
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Figure 9. Waveform of forced stack technique using high Vthtransistor

Figure 10. Waveform of Sleep Transistor technique
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Figure 11. Waveform of FST using all low Vth transistors

Figure 12. Waveform of Sleepy Stack Technique
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Figure 13. Waveform of domino 1-bit full adder

Figure 14. Waveform of full adder using GDI at 0.13µm

Simulation and Results for Domino Circuit:

static inverter connected at output gives value low.

As shown in figure 8 domino circuit for 1- bit full adder is
implemented. During precharging phase (CLK=0) the output
of circuit gets charged through pull up transistors and the

During evaluation phase (CLK=1), the output of dynamic
circuit is either discharged to GND or remains at high level
depending on input. To avoid charge sharing problem extra
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two pMOS transistors are connected between PUN and Vdd.

Device

As shown in waveform 13 during precharging phase when
(CLK =0) both sum as well as carry is low as PUN conducts
and output of inverter is low. During evaluation phase
(CLK=1) the sum and carry attain value as per the inputs
applied to nMOS transistors.

CMOS
GDI-MUX
GDI and MVT
(45nm)

Gate Diffusion Input:

Power(W) Delay(1011
s)
-6
4.21*10
6.78
-6
1.68*10
1.42
8.61*10-7

2.08

PDP(1017
J)
28.54
2.38
17.9*10-18

These techniques are also implemented at 45nm technology
node [17] .The power dissipated is mainly static power
dissipation because as channel length decreases leakage
current increases drastically [16]. The delay does not change
with technology node. The W/L values for high Vth pMOS is
W is 2u and l=45nm and for nMOS W is 1u and l=45nm. The
W/L values for low Vth pMOS are W=1u and l=45nm and for
nMOS W=0.5u and l=45nm

As mentioned in 3.1 about working of GDI-MUX where each
module performs either logical AND or OR function. The
module 1 and 2 performs OR and AND between A and B. and
module 3 performs OR and AND with Cin. As already
mentioned in previous chapter that performance of GDI
degrades below 90nm process. Since the GDI is implemented
in twin well process the need for independent transistor walls
arise which in turn increases area. In modified GDI cells the
bulks of pMOS and nMOS are connected to Vdd and GND
respectively [18].
Simulation and Analysis of full adder using GDI
In this implementation two GDI cells are implemented one at
0.13um and other at 45nm.The full adder cells at 0.13um has
supply voltage of 1.3V.The value of capacitance taken is 5pf
for 0.13u.
The Full adder using modified GDI is also implemented
where dual Vth is used. The PTM model card used is of
LEVEL 54 where threshold voltage for low V th transistors i.e.
pMOS and nMOS are -0.491 and 0.46 and for high Vth
transistors threshold voltage for pMOS and for nMOS are 0.587 and 0.622. The power supply voltage used is of 0.9
volts

Figure 15. Schematic of full adder using modified GDI
technique [3]

Table 3: 1-bit full adder using GDI as well as modified GDI
techniques
Table 4. Design Parameters of 1- bit full adder at 0.13µm and 45nm
Technique

Static
Average Power(W) at Static Power(W) Average power (W)
power(W) at 45nm
45nm
at 0.13µm
at 0.13µm

Base Case

6.21E-05

3.65E-05

613E-07

2.85E-05

Sleep

3.07E-06

3.063E-07

4.27E-08

1.69E-06

FST

3.24E-06

1.548E-07

7.28E-08

7.54E-06

Sleepy Stack

6.89E-07

4.884E-07

5.98E-08

6.83E-06

Sleepy Keeper

4.35E-06

1.76E-07

7.33E-08

7.92E-06

LFA

3.35E-06

4.653E-07

2.97E-08

5.38E-06

ONOFFIC

1.10E-08

5.914E-07

0.65E-09

7.92E-08

The transistor size as well as threshold voltage are mentioned
in earlier sections.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 1- BIT FULL ADDER
USING ALL IMPLEMENTED TECHNIQUES.
In Table 5 a comparison for all the implemented techniques in
terms of average power, delay and power delay product is
presented. All these techniques are implemented at 0.13µm.
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Table 5. Comparison of all implemented techniques
Technique
Base Case
Sleep

Delay(s)
19.9E-9
1.687E-10

Avg. Power(W)
2.85E-5
1.69E-6

PDP
56.7E-14
2.8E-16

FST(HVT)
Sleepy Stack
LFA
Sleepy keeper
ONOFFIC
GDI
GDI-MVT

1.62E-09
2.943E-10
2.131E-10
2.284E-10
1.103E-10
1.42E-11
2.08E-11

4.05E-6
6.83E-6
5.38E-6
7.92E-6
5.91E-8
7.68E-6
8.61E-7

6.56E-15
20.1E-16
11.4E-16
18.1E-16
6.54E-18
10.91E-17
17.9E-18

3.00E-05

2.50E-08

2.50E-05

2.00E-08

2.00E-05

1.50E-08

1.50E-05
1.00E-08

1.00E-05
5.00E-06

5.00E-09

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

Avg. Power(W)

Delay(s)

Figure 16. Power and Delay for Various Techniques

Avg. Power(W)
8.61E-07
5.91E-08

7.68
E-06
2.85E-05

7.92E-06
5.38E-06

6.83E-06
4.05E-06

1.69E-06

Base Case

Sleep

FST(HVT)

Sleepy Stack

Sleepy keeper

ONOFFIC

GDI

GDI-MVT

LFA

Figure 17. Average Power of all techniques

Figure 19. Plot showing comparison of all techniques in
terms of PDP

Figure 18. Impact of Transistor Scaling on Static Power
Dissipation
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(J), and can be used for the measurement of the energy
consumption per switching event. The PDP is minimum in
ICONOFF technique among all other stacking techniques.
The low power delay product is also obtained in GDI using
multi threshold voltage topology.

ANALYSIS OF ALL IMPLEMENTED TECHNIQUES
The stacking technique is mainly used to overcome static
power dissipation at low technology node. The problem that
occurred with sleep technique was that state of circuit was not
retained. However, in all techniques other than sleep logic
state is retained.


CONCLUSION

In Terms of Average power

On the basis of comparison made for different design
techniques. It can be concluded that there is no universal
technique which can be applied uniformly to all circuits.
Based on the requirement of design the designer may choose
technique which satisfies important design parameters
required for particular application.

The average power is measured when circuit is in conducting
state and sleep transistors are ON thus offering minimum
resistance. It is sum of static as well as dynamic power
dissipation.The power reduction by sleep, sleepy stack, sleepy
keeper and leakage feedback is almost similar.However,
except for sleep state is retained in all other stacking
techniques. The power dissipation is highly reduced when
FST having all high Vth transistors is used however delay is
increased. But if FST using all Vth transistors is used there is
not that much reduction in power dissipation.
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feedback as well as FST using all high Vth transistors.
However, ONOFFIC technique shows very high reduction in
static power among all implemented techniques. The GDI
technique also lowers static power dissipation. Thus, above
mentioned stacking techniques show are best technique to
overcome problems of static power dissipation occurring at
low technology node.
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In terms of Delay

Among all implemented stacking for 1- bit full adder FST
using all high Vth transistors delay is nearly five times more
than that of FST using low Vth transistors. In ONOFFIC
technique delay is reduced as it uses all low
V th
transistors. The delay in both GDI techniques is similar. But
less than CMOS 1 bit full adder. The delay in domino is also
reduced.
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Power Delay Product:

In ICdesigning, the power–delay product is one amongst the
figure of merit and is directly related to the energy efficiency
of a gate of circuit. Also known as switching energy, PDP
can be defined as the product of power consumption and the
delay between input and output waveforms during the
switching event. PDP has the dimension of energy i.e. joule
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